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Abstract

The dynamic nature of autonomous robots’ tasks re-
quires that their image processing operations are tightly
coupled to those actions within their control systems which
require the visual information.

While there are many image processing libraries that
provide the raw image processing functionality required
for autonomous robot applications, these libraries do not
provide the additional functionality necessary for trans-
parently binding image processing operations within a
robot’s control system. In particular, such libraries lack
facilities for process scheduling, sequencing, concurrent
execution and resource management.

This paper describes the design and implementation of
an enabling extensible system – RECIPE – for providing
image processing functionality in a form that is convenient
for robot control together with concrete implementation ex-
amples.

1 Introduction

Modern autonomous robots are faced with an increas-
ing need for performing multiple, complex and changing
image processing (IP) tasks. While the processing of vi-
sual data is resource-intensive (CPU, memory), contrast-
ingly an autonomous robot may have only few resources
available.

We can offset this high cost for performing IP by tightly
integrating the IP to be performed within the robot’s con-
trol system [1, 2]. One approach to this integration is to
delegate the IP work to an image processing server.

In this paper we will describe a programming frame-
work for the systematic construction of modular compo-
nents of just such an image server, explaining the relation-
ship of this framework to other architectures and systems in
control and in image processing. We further illustrate, by

means of concrete examples, how this system can benefit
researchers seeking to satisfy both the requirements of im-
age processing and those of autonomous robot control. By
showing how this framework can systematically bind im-
age processing functionality in a form tailored to robotic
control, we both prove the need for such a system and pro-
vide a means of satisfying it.

1.1 Context – Related Work

This research straddles the topic areas of (autonomous)
robot control and image processing. It is necessary to place
our system - which we have called RECIPE - in context:
we need to explain what our system is and what it is not.

There are many frameworks and architectures in the
literature for creating autonomous robot control systems.
Some systems, such as ORCCAD[3] or ControlShell[4],
concern systematic ways to build software to control
robotic hardware particularly with regard to real-time con-
straints. Other programming tools, such as RAP[5] or
RPL[6], are designed to provide reasoning and planning
capabilities operating on much longer timescales. RECIPE
provides a framework for generating code for controlling
IP and IP related activities under the guidance (online syn-
thesis, scripting) of a reasoning and planning system.

Likewise, there are very many good IP frameworks
freely available [7, 8, 9, 10] with a wide variety of abili-
ties and features and, in addition, most IP research groups
have their own home-grown software. RECIPE provides
a platform neutral framework for simply and generically
encapsulating IP algorithms together with mechanisms for
capture and distribution of image data.

Integrating IP within the robot control system has con-
vincing benefits. The control system has a great quantity
of contextual information that can be used to guide the im-
age processing routines. In addition, the control system is
aware of the time and processing resources currently avail-
able to the robot and can tailor the IP to be performed ac-
cordingly. We require any such integration to be:-



1. extensible and open so that we, and others, can easily
add functionality;

2. programmable and run-time configurable so that
the operations performed can be varied according to
the needs of the controlling system and;

3. robust so that problems with IP do not propagate to
higher levels of the robot’s control structure.

RECIPE provides a framework that satisfies these require-
ments flexibly and efficiently.

One earlier solution to merging IP within a control
system as a reconfigurable IP server is the Gargoyle
system[11]. RECIPE shares a similar underlying ap-
proach: the desire to make IP algorithms available to the
control system as operators. However, perhaps the clear-
est analogue to RECIPE in the literature can be found in
the work by Alami et al.[12]. They describe an architec-
ture and programming tools which generate three-layered
control systems: a decision layer, an execution layer and
a functional layer. Their functional layer does not include
decision capabilities or predefined behaviours and controls
the interaction between the robot and its environment as
a distributed real-time system. Objects at the functional
level are modules that have a particular structure and are
generated by a module generator.

RECIPE corresponds quite closely to the modules in
the functional level of the Alami et al. architecture [12].
RECIPE provides a common generic and componentised
framework for the generation of modules which are partic-
ularly (though not necessarily) concerned with image pro-
cessing.

We note the similarity but stress that RECIPE modules
have other capabilities which do not have direct correspon-
dences in the Alami et al. architecture. By including
scriptability and emphasising ease of creation of modules,
we focus on providing a tool for programming IP for au-
tonomous control systems.

In a previous paper[13], the twin to this one, we ex-
plained the control aspects of this union of IP and control.
In this paper, we wish to elaborate on the programming
framework that makes this integration possible.

1.2 Contents

In the remainder of this paper we will describe the over-
all design of the RECIPE system (section 2). The following
two sections describe the structure and creation of RECIPE
modules. We then describe the operation of the joint con-
trol and image processing system when carrying out image
processing tasks (section 5). We close the paper by giving
our conclusions, our plans for further work, some acknowl-
edgements and the bibliography.
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Figure 1: System Architecture. The process captured con-
trols hardware and maintains the shared memory reposi-
tory. The ipd processes provide users’ execution shells.

2 RECIPE

RECIPE’s architecture is shown in figure 1. RECIPE
consists of two multi-threaded processes: a capture dae-
mon captured and (possibly multiple copies of) an image
processing shell ipd. An additional program called cook is
provided for communication with the ipd process(es). In
RECIPE, everything is a dynamically loaded active object
[14]. All functionality, even the working parts of the appli-
cations, is provided as dynamically loaded and configured,
modules with their own internal threads of control. The
RECIPE framework provides facilities for sending mes-
sages to other modules, for loading and unloading mod-
ules, and for making large items of information, such as
images, available to other modules. We now describe each
of these applications in more detail, additionally comment-
ing on the system’s implementation.

2.1 The captured process.

This process forms the heart of RECIPE. It is respon-
sible for image capture, data storage and for the restart
and reconfiguration of failed ipd shells. It has three main
components: a memory manager, a loader and a router.
The memory manager is responsible for the management
of data – such as images or regions of interest – which
are placed in shared, persistent, memory. The second item
is the loader which is responsible for the loading and un-
loading of RECIPE modules and drivers. Drivers are also
RECIPE modules but they have the additional responsibil-
ity of managing the system’s image capturing hardware,
interposing a device independent interface between the rest
of the system and the details of the hardware’s operation.
The third item is the router. When modules are loaded
into the system, they register themselves with the router
so that they may receive messages from other modules and
from the outside world. A fourth component, a shell man-



ager (not yet fully implemented), records configuration and
start-up messages from ipd shells to permit them to be
restarted and reconfigured. Finally, the captured process
communicates with ipd shells by way of pipes, one per ipd
shell.

2.2 The ipd process(es).

Each ipd shell is a workspace where system users can
employ the shared data made available by the captured
process, loading and unloading modules to perform the ac-
tions the users require. The same components found in
the captured process are reused here. The memory man-
ager again provides access to the shared information and
a loader and a router are employed for module loading
and unloading and for message routing respectively. The
ipd process transmits requests and some information to the
captured process by way of the pipe it opens when it is
created. Information from the outside world is handled by
a special type of communications module which translates
control messages from the form in which they are transmit-
ted into RECIPE’s internal message type. The ipd shells
implement the interface between the control system and the
modules which perform the image processing, distributing
the control messages and managing the available comput-
ing resources.

2.3 The cook remote process(es).

The cook process (which runs remotely and not on the
robot) is essentially an external version of the ipd shell.
The main difference is that it provides means for the in-
put of commands or scripts, forwarding them to the ipd
shells by means of another copy of the communications
module. Currently the cook process permits control scripts
to be typed and sent to the ipd shells. Note that cook pro-
vides both a way of testing modules remotely and a means
of driving the ipd/captured pair. In normal use, commands
– delegated IP requests – come from the robot control sys-
tem.

2.4 Implementation

RECIPE is implemented entirely in object-oriented C++
using the platform and compiler neutral framework ACE
[15], the Adaptive Communications Environment, under
constant development at the University of Washington.
Many of the framework’s components are repurposed as a
result of the implementation. Additionally, the power and
flexibility of ACE can be applied within the image process-
ing modules.

Communication between the robot, or sensing station,
is handled by a communications module. For compati-
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Figure 2: Module Architecture. All modules have at least
two threads of control. Incoming messages are removed
from a queue and parsed to produce runnable objects which
are executed by a scheduler when necessary preconditions
for their operation become true.

bility with the other items of control software we run on
our robot, this module currently employs the TCX mes-
sage passing library [16] although a communications mod-
ule using CORBA CDR encoding over a TCP/IP channel
is currently under development.

Here we point out one characteristic of the RECIPE sys-
tem and design. The objects placed in shared memory are
comparatively simple data containers. Unlike other im-
age processing systems, RECIPE’s purpose is the encap-
sulation and management of already existing functional-
ity. Therefore a RECIPE image, for example, serves as a
container for the visual data to permit it to be distributed
throughout the system. Otherwise it provides only that in-
formation such as width, height and data format which will
enable modules to uniquely decode the data.

3 RECIPE Modules – Structure

All user functionality is implemented in terms of mod-
ules. RECIPE modules are essentially multi-threaded
shared objects having the structure shown in figure 2.

RECIPE modules are highly structured objects. The
component visible to the system, labeled RECIPE Mod-
ule, is charged with the delivery and acceptance of mes-
sages, containing instructions or data, which are distributed
through the system by the processes’ routers. Incoming
messages are placed in a queue, labeled Message Queue.
Messages are removed from the head of the queue by the
RECIPE Module’s thread where they are passed to the
Message Processor. The Parser and Lexer objects parse



instructions contained in the messages to create Actions to
be carried out by the Scheduler. In particular, the Lexer
employs the keywords in the Keyword Lookup section of
the Action Creators to find the Actions held in the Action
Repository objects.

Actions are in fact functions which manipulate the state
of the Implementor objects. Once the Actions have been
fully constructed, they are placed on a wait list where they
are stored until any necessary pre-conditions for the exe-
cution of their functions are satisfied. Fulfilment of their
pre-conditions permits the scheduler’s thread or threads to
transfer the Actions to the run queue where the scheduler
removes them from the queue and runs them. The addi-
tional Personality object is used to provide services, such
as the module’s name, that do not change during the life-
time of the module.

4 RECIPE Modules – Creation

As an example, we will show how to create a RECIPE
module which carries out edge detection. To make the ex-
ample concrete, we will set the task of making the function
edge detect filter taken from the CVIPtools image pro-
cessing library [17] into a schedulable, scriptable, image
processing object within our framework. This CVIPtools
function provides a variety of edge and line detection algo-
rithms selected by its input arguments.

To create a RECIPE module with this functionality, we
complete the following steps.

1. Compile the library.

2. Encapsulate the required operations. A prototype
of the function to be invoked is added to the an en-
capsulating object’s implementor as the interface be-
tween RECIPE and the CVIPtools library.

3. Describe the operation to the system. We declare
the operation’s name and arguments to the system. In
our example, it makes a keyword, edge detect for ex-
ample, available to the module and tells the system
about input and output parameters for the function.

4. Name the module. Choose a unique name.

5. Create Actions. Actions manipulate the implemen-
tor: they use the implementor as a tool to perform the
processing operation.

6. Create a Repository All of the actions are collected
in a repository where they can be accessed by the
module’s message processor. We need one action for
each routine we want to invoke.

a b
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Figure 3: IP Operation Sequences. A script (text-file)
is used to request sequences of operations which can,
in principle, be performed in parallel.

7. Image data format conversion routines. CVIP-
tools expects CVIP-style images and RECIPE stores
RECIPE Images. We need to write conversion rou-
tines between one image type and the other. This im-
plies that any reused code must be sufficiently open to
allow this.

8. Finished. Using the conversion routines we have
written, adding further functions from this library is
simple. Total time to create a module with one func-
tion was under three hours, two of which were re-
quired to write data format conversion code.

Generic module code is very simple and repetitive: ma-
chine generation of modules is planned as an obvious ex-
tension.

5 Examples of Operation

We will provide three different examples of operation.
Each has been chosen to illustrate different capabilities of
the system. We also indicate how the operations performed
mirror the requests of the controlling system.

5.1 Image Processing Scripts

One commonly requested function is the application of
a sequence of image processing operations to an image
captured from the robot’s cameras. For example, if we
suppose that the robot is attempting to localise itself us-
ing landmark features, sequences of IP operations selected
to emphasise these landmarks can be requested by the con-
trolling system. The sequence shown in figure 3 is typical:
input (a), thresholding (b), grey-scale morphology (c) and
edge-detection (d). These operations are all completely
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Figure 4: An IP agent controls and sequences the opera-
tions of five IP (tool) modules, exhibiting a primitive (au-
tonomous) behaviour. The central module saves the images
produced by the other four.

standard and, in fact, are provided by a module which en-
capsulates all IP operations in the CVIPtools library. There
are, however, two distinguishing features.

Firstly, these operations are performed by writing a
script. The script is a text-file which contains sequences of
commands in a simple language we have tentatively called
cuisine. Each entry describes the action to be performed
by which module and on which image. The second point is
that, since RECIPE is intrinsically parallel in design, each
operation can, in principle, be performed in parallel with
any other. Writers of scripts are sometimes surprised when
they find that the sequence of operations is not linear but
must be controlled by introducing serialising synchronisa-
tion operations.

5.2 Higher level Modules – Agents

If a module passively provides a service or services,
even if it is scriptable, we can think of it as a tool. Sup-
pose we have some sequence of operations that we want
to perform. This sequence is always the same but the pa-
rameters are different and varying continuously. Of course
we could have the controlling system write a script for ev-
ery invocation of this sequence and force it to provide the
synchronisation and sequencing. An alternative, however,
is to create a slightly higher level module, which we could
call an agent, that itself controls the sequencing and param-
eterisation of the actions of other modules thus providing
behaviours.

As an example, let us consider an agent for providing
mixed colour and texture segmentation. The operations re-
quired of this agent are as shown in figure 4: image capture,

a b
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Figure 5: Agent’s Output Images: input(a), smoothed
input(b), textured region(c) and merged colour/texture
segmentation(d).

smoothing, texture detection, merging and colour segmen-
tation with output being saved at many stages thoughout.
The agent controls and sequences the actions of four other
tools with output as shown in figure 5.

The agent in this case, is providing a primitive form
of (autonomous) behaviour which is configured, initiated,
and adjusted according to context by the higher level con-
troller. (One might say that such modules provide some of
the supervisory layer functions of the Alami et al. archi-
tecture [12] discussed earlier.)

5.3 Modules with Interaction

Finally, we show a different class of module: a mod-
ule which continuously analyses image streams and pro-
vides information on its results. This module is also an
agent in that it is responsible for sequencing image capture
(and possibly pan-tilt) requests and in that it also exhibits a
primitive behaviour. The results of this module are shown
in figure 6.

In this case, the module is continuously analysing an
image capture stream to find simple pointing motions. As
well as indicating successful detection of suitable features,
it produces a target area where items of interest are likely
to be located.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In addition to the FAXBOT system [13, 18], also us-
ing RECIPE, in which we demonstrated the learning and
reasoning aspects of combined control and IP, the above
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Figure 6: An Interactive Agent. Pointing gestures(a)
in image sequences produce target areas(b).

examples provide a representative sample of the current
image processing and manipulation abilities exhibited by
the system (RECIPE 0.3.0). The scriptability, ease of con-
struction of new modules and dynamic configuration have
already proven valuable and we plan to exploit these fea-
tures further. We will apply the system to: learning the IP
to be performed from its environment; competitive com-
parison of IP algorithms depending on context; and re-
search into means of deciding which algorithms to use and
how they should be parameterised.

The RECIPE architecture itself presents many oppor-
tunities for further exploration. Given that it is almost a
miniature operating system, there are opportunities for ex-
amining such issues as scheduling, the extent of scalability,
shared-memory garbage collection and resource manage-
ment. To conclude, future work will continue to reinforce
RECIPE’s position as a key component of the control soft-
ware of our autonomous robot RHINO [19].
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